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how it had rained this
morning, I suppose we were
in luck. In fact there was even
a moment, Oh rare and
beautiful, when a ray of sun
did pick out the silhouette,
not of apeneck Sweeney (did
I write Popeye earlier? For
Popeye read Sweeney
throughout), no, no, but of
the exquisite Atalanta hotfoot
for the finish.

Mind you, she had a male
rival, who explained at the
bacon butty stop that since
he resembled a Greek God, as
all his friends assured him, he
should be fed as such. So
Olive Oyl, duly impressed,
gave him ambrosia and nectar
while the rest of us made do
with Sweeney’s cooking.
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(Bacon, we were told, but
considering how little we had
seen of Hairy Buns there was
some debate as to whether he
had been barbecued. Perhaps
he was just responsible for
the buns...)

Our chief thought of course
when once back under the
spreading chestnut tree of
Leigh (pronounced Lye) was
how to get clean again.

“Sweeney shifts from ham to
ham/ Stirring the water in his
bath./ The masters of the
subtle schools/ Are
controversial, polymath.”

The last time our Uncle
Gerry addressed us beneath
this tree he asserted,
doubtless in the interests of
controversy, that we had

From our very own literary
correspondent, who is also
responsible for the unseemly
verse overleaf.....

Gosh, thanks, I didn’t think
you would ever ask.... Do I
begin now? Right, here goes:

“The lengthened shadow of
a man/ Is history, said
Emerson/ Who had not seen
the silhouette/ Of Popeye
straddled in the sun”.

Well, nobody talks like that
any more. More’s the pity, I
say. What you do hear is more
like “History is just one damn
thing after another”, which is
what this trail felt like. One
damn damp field after another,
squelch, splash, slirrup....
When you think though of

never hashed from Leigh. Of
more interest to our hash
polymaths would be to work
out how many different trails
are possible. This one began
just like the one before, but
then went north and became a
left-hander, whereas the last
went south and right. The
hare(s) did fool us with a
complex of streams with a
back check solution: rather a
lot of water in this report.

“Popeye addressed full
length to shave/
Broadbottomed, pink from
nape to base,/ Knows the
female temperament/ And
wipes the suds around his
face.”

We need someone sensible:
“But Doris, towelled from

the bath, Enters padding on
broad feet,/ Bringing sal
volatile/ And a glass of brandy
neat.” For Doris read Olive Oyl
and for brandy, mulled wine.

Cardiff took charge of the
Circle. He (and Tosser) found
the blue baldacchino spread
above the barbecue although
they were not on trail: the pack
got hopelessly split when a
man in yellow (Ray, whose
handle escapes me) failed to
find flour when it was inches
to his left, and by the time the
resolute T-Total had re-
checked that path, more than
half the pack had decided to
straggle home by road. We
seemed to be only 6 dedicated
to virtue, but no, at least twice
as many made it to the food

stop.
Our Uncle, who was not

seen by anyone on trail
anywhere, as RA gave a good
50% of those present a down-
down, including the Greek
God (who hashes with Surrey
only as a last resort!) and
Atalanta, for being fitter than
he (GG) is. No other women
though:

“The ladies of the corridor
Find themselves involved,

disgraced/ Call witness to
their principles/ And
deprecate the lack of taste”.

(Does this not sound just
like other ladies met in
Surrey?)

Well, many thanks to
Popeye, Hairy Buns, Olive Oyl
and T.S.Eliot.
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1651 03-Dec Joint Berkshire inc
brewery tour

1652 10-Dec T Total Ifield
Green

1653 17-Dec Mo & Co

1654 24-Dec

1655 31-Dec Ear Trumpet

Run 1651

Date 3-Dec-2006

Hare Joint Run with Berks

Venue Yattendon Village Hall

On On West Berks Brewery

SSA

OS 553 746

ScribeDirections:

Yes, well.... those being coached to find their coach, the 13 others
to navigate their own ingenious way there. See top right above.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org

Scribe

Affix Stamp
 Here

Coach pick up Kenley Stn 08.30 (3 people), Ashtead Stn,
09.00 (15 people), Woking Stn 09.30 (8 people).
Coach price £10 to be collected on coach.

PLEASE BRING:Drinking vessel, plate and spoon.

Tickets and vouchers will be given on arrival.

Girls talked there of fucking, beasts talked there of eating,
All heavy with sleep, fucked girls and fat leopards,
Lions loggy with Circe’s tisane,
Girls loggy with Circe’s tisane

Both quotes are from Ezra Pound, the second being a brief
extract from Canto XXXIX. Circe, the Grand Mistress of
Ulysses, of course here stands for Bonn Bugle.

THE TEMPERAMENTS

Nine adulteries, 12 liaisons, 64 fornications and something
approaching a rape
Rest nightly upon the soul of our delicate friend Florialis,
And yet the man is so quiet and reserved in demeanour
That he passes for both bloodless and sexless.
Bastidides, on the contrary, who both talks and writes of
nothing but copulation,
Has become the father of twins,
But he accomplished this feat at some cost;
He had to be four times cuckold.

When I lay in the ingle of Circe
I heard a song of that kind..
         Fat panther lay by me


